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headlines
The prices on the Tokyo Stock Exchange once seemed so invulnerable to the laws of gravity that they came to symbolize Japan's meteoric rise as the dominant world economic power. When the Nikkei Stock Average, the main index of Tokyo Stock Exchange began slipping, in 1990, economists said the weakening financial markets had little to do with Japan's "real" economy, which was still going strong. In late 1992, they stated that not only does the Nikkei's weakness reflect a return to reality, but its fall could threaten Japan's economic health. Despite the crash, the Japanese Yen hit a high against the US dollar in the spring of 1993.

An oil tanker carrying nearly 25 million gallons of crude oil lost power and was blown onto the rugged coastline of the Bay of Quendale, 100 miles north of Aberdeen, Scotland. The 100-island Shetland group in the North Sea is sparsely populated but abounds with birds, seals, fish, and other wildlife.
The Environmental Protection Agency issued rules aimed at curbing industrial air pollution. The new rules dictated that businesses must obtain state pollution control permits under the Clean Air Act. Environmental groups, such as the Sierra Club, lead the charge against polluters. The Clean Air Act requires businesses to meet new clean air requirements by reducing toxic emissions and releases that contribute to smog. Under the rule, states issue pollution control permits and the EPA monitors state programs to make certain they comply with federal rules.
Clear-cutting was one way of clearing timber that the environmentalists wanted to eliminate in 1992 and 1993. Environmental groups want to protect the prime sanctuary for many threatened species.

Unemployment was one of the major issues during the 1992 Presidential Campaign. The unemployment rate had risen from 5.2%, when President Bush took office in 1988, to over 7% on election day, 1992. In essence, 9.7 million Americans were out of work. According to Labor Department projections, there will be 30% more college graduates than college-level jobs from now until the year 2005.
Americans need to recycle, and also use recycled products. Recycling has produced vast supplies of paper, glass and other reusable trash, but not enough demand. A business alliance for the National Recycling Coalition is campaigning to encourage small and large businesses to commit themselves to buy recycled products.
Hurricane Andrew carved its way through the Bahamas and hit south Florida with a powerhouse intensity before moving into Louisiana. The hurricane’s 54-hour rampage, the most expensive natural disaster ever to hit this country, left an estimated 180,000 homeless in Florida alone. It was a harrowing time, as tens of thousands of people tried to evacuate the Miami area and thousands more rode out the storm in shelters and boarded-up homes. At least 51 deaths were directly attributed to the storm - 41 in Florida and 10 in Louisiana. The amount of damage was estimated at $20 billion in Florida and nearly $2 billion in Louisiana.
Hurricane Iniki dealt a direct blow to part of the Hawaiian Islands in September. Winds gusting up to 160 mph and torrential rain hit Kauai Island, causing enormous damage. It was the most powerful hurricane to hit the Hawaiian Islands this century. Twenty-foot waves crashed over coastal highways and the island lost all power and telephone service even before the worst of the storm hit. Oahu, the state's most populated island with 800,000 people, is separated from Kauai by an 80-mile channel and was spared the brunt of the storm.
Civil War spread across Yugoslavia, a nation of six republics and two provinces that had been plagued for centuries by historic ethnic, religious, and economic differences. Nationalist, anti-Communist parties won elections in 1991 in all republics except Serbia, the largest, and Montenegro, the smallest. Then Croatia and its neighbor Slovenia declared their independence. Traditional rivalries were strongest between the 9 million Serbs, who belonged to the Orthodox Church, and the 5 million Croats, who are Roman Catholic. Tens of thousands of people became refugees, and the killing continued.
US and allied aircraft attacked strategic targets in Iraq in early January. The first attack hit a nuclear complex near the capital city of Baghdad, followed by other strategic hits on Iraqi missile sites. Many of the US aircraft that flew raids over Iraq were based on the USS Kitty Hawk.

The US Marines arrived in Somalia on December 9, 1992. The starving African country was ravaged by famine and widespread looting of food from international relief agencies. The Marines offered a security force to ensure safe food distribution.
George Bush was born on June 12, 1924. After service in the Navy during World War II, Mr. Bush first went into the oil business and then went into politics. He was elected as congressman from Texas in 1967. After a stint as CIA Director and Ambassador to the United Nations, and then as US ambassador to China, he became Vice President under Ronald Reagan in 1980. After eight years in that position, he ran for the Presidency in 1988 and won.

Presidential Politics, 1992 style. President George Bush and his running mate, Dan Quayle, were the incumbents. The challengers were Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton and Tennessee Senator Al Gore as his running mate. And then there was Ross Perot, the on-again, off-again independent candidate. First he was a candidate, then he dropped out. Then about five weeks before election day, he dropped back in. Some called the billionaire businessman from Texas a spoiler, some called him a savior.
Ross Perot made his first billion when the computer company he founded began selling stock. His presidential candidacy came to a stop when he abruptly quit the race in July, but later got back into the race. As his running mate, he chose James Stockdale, 68, a highly decorated former Navy fighter pilot and POW. Spending millions of dollars of his own money and relying on an army of "volunteers," the Perot Campaign was off and running. It included a spot in the presidential debates that were held in October.
Bush kept Quayle as his running mate in 1992. The two arrived at the GOP convention in Houston as underdogs to Clinton & Gore. During the Republican convention, the impression that Bush strategists sought to convey was that the President was the true agent of change, and that Clinton was slick and unreliable. For the Democrats, the economy - and Bush's perceived mishandling of it - remained the main focus of the Republican's weakness.
When George Bush's campaign for the presidency began to falter, he turned to his longtime friend James A. Baker III for help. Baker took leave from his duties as Secretary of State and joined the re-election campaign to get things back on track. Baker was repeating the role he performed in 1988, when he quit his position as President Reagan's Treasury Secretary to run then-Vice President Bush's campaign. He traveled little with Bush, preferring to stage-manage events from the White House.

On the Republican side, First Lady Barbara Bush has been standing by her husband since they were married in 1945. She is the mother of five children. One of her sons, Jeb, once said, "Dad was the Chief Executive Officer, but mother was the Chief Operating Officer. We all reported to her." Marilyn Quayle is the quintessential suburban mother involved in PTA, Little League and school plays.
Bill Clinton stepped into the national spotlight and won the nomination at the Democratic convention in New York City. Clinton, a former Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University and a graduate of Yale Law School, was Governor of Arkansas when he decided to enter the national race. As his running mate, he chose Al Gore, who was elected to the House of Representatives at the age of 28 in his first campaign for public office. In 1984, he was elected to the Senate.
At noon on January 20, William Jefferson Clinton took the oath of office and became the 42nd President of the United States. As cannons thundered in salute, George Herbert Walker Bush surrendered power and stepped into the pages of history.

The wives of the Democratic candidates, Hillary Clinton and Tipper Gore, were very active in the campaign - Mrs. Clinton, a tough minded lawyer, and Mrs. Gore, a crusader for warning labels on albums with explicit lyrics. Both women were tireless campaigners for the Clinton/Gore ticket.
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ABORTION DEMAND WITHOUT APOLOGY
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athletics
Men's Soccer


Women's Soccer

Women's Volleyball

Cross Country


Candid photos of the Cross Country team were unavailable at time of printing.
Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis

Front Row (L to R) Rebecca Worczak, Michelle Shields, Denise Avellanosa. Second Row Coach Ann Nealon, Debbie Bianchi, Jonnie Maloney, Jennifer Cerniglia, Kristen Heslin, Karen Fuller, Kathy Chen.
Women's Swimming

Men's Swimming

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Lacrosse

Group photo of the Women's Lacrosse team was unavailable at time of printing.
Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Men's Ice Hockey

RIT Tigers Hockey

Women's Ice Hockey

Front Row (L to R)
Cheerleading

Group photo of the Cheerleading team was unavailable at time of printing.
Wrestling

Front Row (L to R) Mike Lisek, Tyson Kanoya, Dave Gulley, Dwight Robinson, Dave Ciocca, Don Hart, Orlando Robertson, Brian Pintagro, Charlie Stead.

Second Row Assistant Scott Stever, Mike Brusca, Chris Kurz, Alex Morrison, Mike Licata, Matt Nelson, Chris Merkel, Dave Coon, Ed Edington, Pat Albro, Jeff Griffith, Mentor Ed Stockham, Coach Earl Fuller.
Baseball

Front Row (L to R) Scott Packard, Jeff Grau, Ron Bellomio, Bob Cietek, Shawn Randall, Sam Ferraro, Tony Preteroti, Jason Rowland, Victor Cheechov. Second Row Assistant Kevin Harrison, Frank Mitchell, Jason Rinoldo, Mike Zuccaro, John Mascolo, Jerry Gaul, Wayne Childs, Bill Balcerzak, Mike Smith, Chris Miller, Mike Poole, Assistant Jim Conley, Coach Rob Grow. Missing Clint Squires, Kevin Smith, Troy McBride, Joe Scippo.
Softball

Women's Track

Men's Track

portraits
Cary Jon Battaglia
Printing Management

Nicole D. Battaglia
Travel Management

Eileen Marie Battle
International Business/Marketing

Kristine J. Baxter
Hotel Management

Manish K. Bazari
Computer Engineering/
Applied & Mathematical
Statistics

Christopher L. Bean
Applied Mathematics

Raymond Behlok
Electrical Engineering

Christopher Sean Behun
Hotel & Resort Management

Scott Kenyon Bender
Mechanical Engineering

Ilia M. Benet
Graphic Design

Philip Joseph Bennetlepel
Illustration

Bradley J. Berg
Biology

Scott Berg
Film & Video

Carolyn E. Betz
Finance

Lori A. Bianco
Office Technologies

Brent A. Bitico
Finance
Robert J. Bilyo  
Civil Engineering Technology

P. Douglas Bird  
Printing

Maureen A. Blackburn  
Social Work

Marc Daniel Blakley  
Electrical Engineering Technology

Sharon E. Blanchette  
Finance

Mark Alan Blough  
Manufacturing Engineering Technology

David K. Boateng  
Clinical Chemistry

Zoltan Bogar  
Aerospace Engineering

Jeffrey E. Bogart  
Printing

Jaime E. Bohorquez  
Electrical Engineering Technology

Seshagiri R. Bolisetty  
Printing

Veronika B. Borsos  
Social Work

Animesh Bose  
Printing
Leah M. Bosworth  
Printmaking

Jennifer Boyce  
Biomedical Photography

Kelly Dawn Boyer  
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Robert William Bradley  
Printing Management

Derek Jon Brezinski  
Finance

Eric A. Brooks  
Printing Management

Colleen L. Brilly  
Biology

Neil G. Brooks  
Computer Science

Suzanne P. Bros  
Biology

Lori S. Brodman  
Business Management

Alan C. Brown  
Electrical Engineering Technology

Darren M. Brown  
Computer Engineering

Ken R. Brown  
Printing Management

Kristen A. Brown  
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Kimberly A. Cavosie
Industrial Design

Steven Michael Chabot
Social Work

David C. Chalupa
Mechanical Engineering

Sharmila Chandrashekar
Industrial Engineering

Douglas Champlin
Civil Engineering Technology

Bernard D. Chase
Machine Tool Technology

Barbara A. Chautin
Nuclear Medicine Technology

Pei-Chun Chen
Finance

Yanxia Chen
Photographic Processing & Finishing Management

Slen Cheong
Biotechnology

Wayne A. Childs
Graphic Design

Keira H. Chin
Graphic Design

Jennifer L. Christian
Criminal Justice

Ruben I. Clarkie
Telecommunications Engineering Technology

Shek Cheung Chung
Photographic Systems Management
Daniel S. Danziger  
Hotel & Resort Management

Dale E. Daunce  
Manufacturing Engineering

Christine A. Davis  
Graphic Design

Gregory A. Decker  
Business Management

Donald L. DeFord  
Electrical Engineering

Glenda S. deGuzman  
Printing

Christina DeMott  
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Marc R. Depew  
Food Management

Peter Joseph DeMichiel  
Printing Technology

Carin A. DeMilo  
Food Management

Andrea de Polo  
Professional Photographic Illustration

Jean M. Desrosiers  
Professional Photographic Illustration

John C. DeVaney  
Criminal Justice

Lori Ann DeVico  
Marketing

Siddhartha Dhingra  
Computer Science
Heather J. Flugel
Business Management

Cynthia Lynne Ford
Career & Human Resource Development

Gregg W. Forebaugh
Printing

Aaron T. Forman
Accounting

Bruce S. Fox
Hotel & Resort Management

Frank J. Franco
Electrical Engineering

Christopher John Frank
Manufacturing Engineering Technology

Matthew J. Franzese
Hotel & Resort Management

Maria Tina Franzoni
Graphic Design

John F. Fredette
Graphic Design

Emily S. Friedman
Diagnostic Medical Sonography

Katherine L. Fries
Biotechnology

Louis J. Gagliano
Hotel & Resort Management

Steven E. Gall
Electrical Engineering Technology

Nancy Ann Galvano
Accounting

April S. Garcia
Hotel & Resort Management

Robert Alan Getschmann
Computer Science

Sean R. Gijanto
Business Management
Dawn House  
Career & Human Resource Development

Amy Hreha  
Biology

Xuejiao Hu  
Clinical Chemistry

Chunbo Huang  
Clinical Chemistry

Jeffrey Hubbard  

Gary F. Huffman  
Anita Huggins  
Travel Management

Todd J. Humphrey  
Manufacturing Engineering Technology

Debra L. Hunter  
Graphic Design

Timothy G. Hunter  
Accounting

Gerald Matthew Hurley  
Industrial Engineering

Mai-Hua Hwang  
Professional Photographic Illustration

Stephanie I. Ingrahd  
Social Work

John C. Inzitro  
Computer Science

Chris W. Ip  
Accounting

Grant M. Irland  
Marketing
Lawrence P. Luba  
Manufacturing Engineering Technology

Jeffrey H. Lucas  
Printing

Robert M. Lugg  
Microelectronic Engineering

Lara Eve Macaione  
International Business

Forrest Stuart MacCormack  
Professional Photographic Illustration

Gary T. Mack  
Interior Design

Maria L. Mackin  
Mathematics/Applied Statistics

Scott MacNair  
Hotel & Resort Management

Charles Alexander Magill  
Mechanical Engineering

Craig James Maguire  
Mechanical Engineering

Mahesh A. Makhijani  
Electrical Engineering

Michel Hanna Makhoul  
Graphic Design

John P. Malach  
Computer Engineering

Sima Malaki  
Software Development & Management
Aoetunji Francis Ojerinire
Electrical Engineering

Isaiah Ojo
Electrical Engineering

Jason F. Olshefsky
Computer Science

Bamidele Ologundudu
Electrical Engineering

Kevin Reed Oliver
Criminal Justice

Christopher Clarke Olson
Graphic Design

Michelle Christine Olson
Professional Photographic Illustration

V. Thomas On
Printing Management/Science

Susan Margaret Osborn
Packaging Science

Tammarra E. Paden
Office Technologies

Richard H. Pae
Management

Daniel H. Paff
Painting/Illustration

Kye Sun Pak
Electrical Engineering

Chris Panagiotopoulos
Travel Management
Karen L. Peterson
Biology

Paul Michael Petramale
Mechanical Engineering

Michael N. Petruse
Biotechnology

Angela Michelle Pettway
Manufacturing Materials Management

Jeanette Oyango Phillips
Printing Management

Tara M. Phillips
Finance

Robert T. Fike
Mechanical Engineering

Christine Anne Plachko
Interior Design

Kathryn Ann Playfoot
Mechanical Engineering

Roberto Polcan
Industrial Design

Jennifer L. Polo
Industrial Engineering

Timothy J. Pomeroy
Printing

Roberto Luis Pon
Biology

John Daniel Pond
Industrial Design

Wayne R. Poth
Criminal Justice
Stanley T. Sutkowski
Mechanical Engineering

Julia E. Sweet
Chemistry

Gina I. Switalski
Graphic Design

Kathleen Mary Szczepanek
Graphic Design

Kin-Fong Sze
Social Work

Raymond M. Talacka
Electrical Engineering

Bonnie Taylor
Dietetics

Daniel Girum Teklu
Mechanical Engineering

Caleb L. Terry
Communications

John Albert Thompson
Printing

Eadene Thompson
Applied Arts / Sciences

Maureen A. Thorpe
Office Technologies

Elizabeth Anne Throunk
Hotel & Resort Management

Mark Thomas Thurston
Hotel & Resort Management

John J. Tigh
Printing Management
Dan VanLare  
Microelectronic Engineering

Kevin Jon Vent  
Applied Arts & Sciences

Barbara A. Yeommett  
Graphic Arts/Printing

Claire Marie Vidrine  
Social Work

Jackie A. Vigliotti  
Marketing

Michael Allen Vondra  
Biotechnology

Hiem Vu  
Computer Science

Heather Eileen Wachter  
Industrial Design

Karen L. Walker  
Mechanical Engineering

William Henry Wallace  
Professional & Technical Communication

Rachel Walsh  
Chemistry

Edward P. Washington Jr.  
Printing Operations Management

Stacy Ann Wason  
Graphic Design

Tracy A. Wason  
Graphic Design

Wendy D. Webb  
Dietetics

Keith R. Webster  
Electrical Engineering Technology
Ryan L. Williams
Professional Technical Communications

Wayne Willis
Computer Science

Christopher Wilson
Photographic Marketing Management

Nadine Elizabeth Wilson
Graphic Design

Storm Edward Wilson
Food Marketing & Distribution

Richard W. Winter
Chemistry

Vincent Wong
Computer Engineering

Penland L. Woods
Biotechnology

Ann Elizabeth Woycechowsky
Marketing

Karen Ann Wright
Industrial Engineering

Jie Wu
Business Administration / Information Systems

Michael B. Yarzinsky
Industrial Design

Mike Yoshida
Computer Integrated Management

Hsing-Tzu Sabine Yu
Film & Video
g r e e k s
Alpha Epsilon Pi

*Front Row* Kevin Snyder, Mike Snow, Joe Short, Malchus Janocko, Jerome Lazarezyk, Justin Rea.  *Second Row* David Dwyer, Francis Devel, Andy Oberright, Ian Douglas.  *Third Row* Reid Blondell, Stece Vitello, Kevin Kozarski, Josh Dermer, Brian Bergeron, Sean Joyce, Mike Lalena, Chris Gravert, Andy Klun.

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Damali Daniels, Florice Dock, Clarissa Cummings.
Alpha Phi Alpha

Names not submitted by organization.

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Alpha Xi Delta

Names not submitted by organization.

Alpha Sigma Theta

**Front Row** Cindy MacDonald, Michelle Price, Kim Angelos, Candus Penn, Beverly Angeles, Evelyn Ooten. **Second Row** Charmaine Jacobs, Lee Kowalsky, Renee Barnes, Becky Rainone, Sherri Corcoran, Jackie Lugo, Donelle Ketchum, Kim Rowles, Shawn Whiting. **Third Row** Grace Minter, Vicki Kelly, Stephanie Catron, Sharon DiTonto, Dina Smith, Tammy Killen, Julia Shapiro, Julie Guntner, Brenda Shaffer. **Fourth Row** Jodi Ackerman, Kathleen Rozanski, Elena Shapiro, Lori Zagarola, Darcy Lazauskas, Jan Klinefelter, Loren Wehman, Heidi Clemmey, Maureen Klusza, Bonnie Minter.
Delta Sigma Theta

Names not submitted by organization.

Kappa Delta Rho

Names not submitted by organization.
Kappa Phi Theta

Names not submitted by organization.

Phi Delta Theta

Names not submitted by organization.
Phi Kappa Psi


Phi Kappa Tau

Sigma Nu


Sigma Pi

Tau Epsilon Phi

Front Row Neil Lettre, TJ Kohinke, Jeremy Morrow, Jason Kramer, Mike Lange. Second Row Chris Houghton, Rob Harder, Andrew Attardo, Mike Larson, Matt Ricket, Mike Roberts. Third Row Tom Rudnick, Marty Silvers, Steve Harrison, Dean Guite, Tim Reeth, Wayne Stern, Damian Kloss, Mike Glausner, Mark Luffred, Jamie Carlson, Brett Austin. Fourth Row Dennis Oakley, Jay Coates, Doug Johnson, Chris Dempsey, John Myers, Aj Aziello, Eric Rakow, Mike Borski, Sean Havens, Charles Sadler, Scott Glogowski.

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Triangle


Zeta Tau Alpha

Panhellenic Council
Michelle Matio
Panhellenic President
Danielle Plouffe
Panhellenic Graduate Assistant
Gina Coppola
Panhellenic Vice President
Amie Howard
Panhellenic Secretary

Order of Omega
Names not submitted by organization.
epilogue
"COMPLIMENTS OF"

VILLANO'S PROVISION CO.

Rochester, New York 14611
(716) 235-4350

The Community Is Our Strongest Asset.

The Community Is Our Strongest Asset.

M&T Bank
Established in 1856

M/I/E ENGINEERING, P.C.
Mechanical/Electrical Engineering Consultants
Suite 200  40 Humboldt Street  Rochester, NY 14609
(716) 288-5590  Fax (716) 288-0233

ENGINEERING SERVICES IN:
- HEATING, VENTILATING & AIR CONDITIONING
- ELECTRICAL
- PLUMBING
- FIRE PROTECTION
- COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN & DRAFTING

Bergmann Associates
Engineers, Architects, Surveyors
One South Washington Street
Rochester, New York 14614
(716) 232-5135

Congratulations Graduates from
JCPenney

Marketplace Mall
Irondequoit Mall
Long Ridge Mall
Pittsford Plaza
SPOLETA CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

7 Van Auken Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 436-2701

Von Auker Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 436-2701

SPECIALISTS

V. J. STANLEY, INC.

- Tank Corrosion & Tanks
- Water Conditioners
- Controls Including pneumatics
- Hot Water - Heating

11 White St., (14608) P.O. Box 1092
Rochester, NY 14603
(716) 546-4656

DERIDDER Promotional Services
Enhancing your image by applying the special effects to sales promotion displays, and heat boxes for packaging and presentation kits
DERIDDER Direct Marketing Services
Preserving your image by prompt handling of your mailing requirements. We service all your direct marketing and fulfillment needs.
DeRidder Incorporated
175 Humboldt Street
Rochester, New York 14610
(716) 482-1500

DERIDDER Direct Marketing Services
Preserving your Image by prompt handling of your mailing requirements. We service all your direct marketing and fulfillment needs.
DeRidder Incorporated
175 Humboldt Street
Rochester, New York 14610
(716) 482-1500

PEKO PRECISION PRODUCTS
1400 Emerson St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14606
(716) 647-3010

PEKO PRECISION PRODUCTS
1400 Emerson St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14606
(716) 647-3010

OTIS ELEVATOR

"FOR INFORMATION CALL"
454-2860
Otis Elevator Company
Day & Night Service
108 S. Union

Installation, Maintenance, Repair
and Modernization for-

Elevators, Escalators, and Dumbwaiters.
24 hours a day our innovative new
OTISLINE is ready to serve you.

Photographic Sciences
Corporation

PSC

770 Basket Road
Webster, NY 14580
716-265-1600
800-828-6489
FAX 716-265-1689

The Gunlocke Company
One Gunlocke Drive
Wayland, New York 14572

CISCO

COOK IRON STORE CO.
CONTRACTORS - INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

128 ST. PAUL STREET ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14604
Phone (716) 454-5840
We are the Gas Turbine Fuel Systems Division of the Parker-Beretta Aerospace Group of Parker Hannifin Corporation! Parker is a world leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fluid power components and systems, and automotive original equipment and aftermarket products, serving industrial, aerospace and automotive aftermarkets worldwide. Optimum use of our assets enables us to out-design, out-produce and out-sell our competitors, and helps Parker meet the needs of today's advancing technology. The Company focuses its efforts on providing the world's most complete line of components for the conveyance and control of pressurized liquids and gases to perform useful work.

The Aerospace Group manufactures components and systems for aircraft and space vehicles, including fuel systems, pressure and temperature controls, hydraulic systems for landing gear control, power steering, wheels and brakes, servos, actuators, systems, and flight controls. The Gas Turbine Fuel Systems Division designs, manufactures, and sells high quality fuel injection nozzles to jet engine manufacturers. We are the world's leading supplier in nozzles, augmentors, manifolds, valves and controls. Our Division has some 1000 employees in our technically creative facilities in Clyde, NY; Cleveland and Andover, OH; and Goodyear, AZ. Our Aerospace Group has in excess of 5700 employees spread throughout 13 divisions in 25 locations and 6 states.

If you are interested in considering an exciting aerospace career with a Pro-Employee/Participative Management Corporation... THINK PARKER. We may have the right opportunity for you!

Please write to:

Employee Relations Department
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Gas Turbine Fuel Systems Division
124 Columbia Street
Clyde, New York 14433

We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v

---

BABINSKY · KLEIN
ENGINEERING, P.C.
Consulting Engineers

A SALUTE TO THE
CLASS OF '93

150 Creekside Drive
Amherst, NY 14150
(716) 691-4771

150 Clinton Ave. North
Rochester, NY 14604
(716) 325-6030

---

ALL-AROUND TRAVEL

Good Luck Tigers!

Let us show you the world

385 BUELL ROAD
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14624

1-800-462-6461 (716) 436-1701 FAX (716) 436-5619

---

ABLE TO LEAP TALL BUILDINGS

Super moves require super equipment and super know-how. Contact Boulter.

Since 1892 Boulter has been the local company associated with moving. As buildings and projects grow, we too continue to grow.

Today we have the manpower, machinery and capability of providing services to your plants and offices...regardless of the size and complexity of the job.

RIGGING
MILLWRIGHT SERVICE
WAREHOUSE STORAGE
CRANE SERVICE
PLANT RELOCATION
MACHINE REPAIR
MISCELLANEOUS STEEL FABRICATION

Boulter Industrial Park • Webster, N.Y. 14580 • 265-3260

---

Parker

---

We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v

---
Richard Di Maria Travel
Specialists in all forms of individual, group and corporate travel
Fully Computerized

1521 Monroë Avenue
211-0100
(Between Highland & 12 Corners)
Daily 9 AM to 5 PM
Ample Free Parking
Thurs. Even. by Appointment
Saturday Morning by Appointment (Except June, July & August)

DI MARIA TRAVEL AGENCY
OWN A CHARGE FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Tucker
Printers
270 Middle Road
Henrietta, NY 14467
716 359-3030
234 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017
212-370-0294
Daniel Tucker
Vice President

Tucker Printers

ERDMAN, ANTHONY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
259 MONROE AVE.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14607
325-1866

Providing services in:
• Architecture
• Engineering
• Interior Design
• Facilities Management
• Computer aided design and drafting

SWBR ARCHITECTS, P.C.

Tucker Printers

Nicholas E. Charles
Account Executive

DOONEY - GOODLEIN ELEVATOR CORPORATION
90 Canal Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 328-5610 FAX: (716) 328-5698
Glenn T. Goodlein President

ERDMAN, ANTHONY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
259 MONROE AVE.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14607
325-1866

Weckesser Brick Co.
Incorporated
450 Trabold Rd.
Rochester, N.Y. 14624
Joe Weckesser
"Quality Products Since 1934"
Whether you're opening a personal checking account or establishing a business line of credit, Citibank has the services and professionals to help you succeed.

Citibank's solid foundation gives us the ability to grow as you grow. To better meet your needs and the needs of the community.

Discover Citibank today.

For more information, call our 24-hour CitiPhone Banking service at 1-800-934-1609. For TDD, call 1-800-967-1393.

Member FDIC
Why It Pays to Keep in Touch

1. You Never Know Who Might Be Looking For You
   Now that you've graduated from RIT, your career could take you across the country or around the world. Make sure Alumni Relations can tell old friends and favorite teachers how to track you down.

2. We Keep Track of Career Opportunities
   If there's a hot job opening in your field, RIT probably knows about it. And we'll tell you about it. All you have to do is ask.

3. You'll Hear What's Happening at RIT
   As an RIT graduate you're a part of a professional network of more than 70,000 alumni. We want to keep each and every one of you informed about RIT through Alumni News and other publications and mailings.

Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1993!

Call us anytime at 716-475-ALUM or 716-475-2764 (TDD), or write to the address below. Hope to hear from you soon.

Rochester Institute of Technology
Alumni Relations / Student Alumni Union
P.O. Box 987
Rochester, New York 14623-0887
The future is yours... make it better for all of us!

R.I.T. Class of 93!

GIVING R.I.T. A.D.

Curtice Burns Foods

Upstate Safe & Lock, Inc.
BONDED & INSURED

390 West Main Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 436-3500

Marc Wasserman
Vice President

ROCHESTER WINDOW
36 St Paul St.
Room 221
Rochester, N.Y. 14604

UPSTATE
Safe & Lock, Inc.
BONDED & INSURED

390 West Main Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 436-3500

Marc Wasserman
Vice President

Rochester Window Cleaning Co., Inc.

36 St Paul St.
Room 221
Rochester, N.Y. 14604

Genese Printers Inc.

316 Whitney Street
Rochester, New York 14606
(716) 235-5240

Genese Printers Inc.

316 Whitney Street
Rochester, New York 14606
(716) 235-5240

Waver's
Party House & Caterers

31 Paul Rd. (Corner of Scottsville Rd.)
Rochester, New York 14624
(716) 328-8330

Genese Printers Inc.

316 Whitney Street
Rochester, New York 14606
(716) 235-5240

A Full Service Environmental Laboratory
Since 1971

Practical Analytical & Sampling Services related to:
Wastes - Groundwater & Contaminated Soils
Wastewater - Air

Attentive Service... Consistent Quality...
At A Price You Can Afford

General Testing Corporation

A Full Service Environmental Laboratory

Navitar

A Division of D.O. Industries, Inc.
200 Commerce Drive Rochester, N.Y. 14623
(800) 826-6778 / (716) 359-4000 phone / (716) 359-4999 fax
Manufacturer of Professional Audio Visual Products &
Zoom 6000 Video Microscope Systems
Wherever Photographers Gather To Sharpen Their Skills, They Share A Common Focal Point.

KODAK Professional Film.

Choice of the world's top photographers.
| Thank you                        | Thanks Mom and Dad for being there and helping me through these years.  
|                                 | I Love You with all my heart.                                         
| Mom, Dad and Sharon!            | XO Tracy                                                               |
| I Love You Amy!!                |                                                                 |
| Special thanks to Chip, my Mom, | Gavin, Jen, Jimbo, Karyn, Franca, Patty, Michelle, Andrea, Fruity -  
| Dad, and Grandparents for all  | Don't 4 get me!                                                         
| the support you have given me.  | Thanks 4 being great friends!!                                        
| I Love You All.                 | Jen R!!                                                                |
| To Elizabeth Rowland            | Congratulations! Debra Hunter we are so proud of you! Hugs and Kisses  
| "Miss Ocean City N.J."          | "You Did It" Zerberts!                                                 |
| Remember all the fun you had    | Love, Mom & Dad                                                        |
| going from N.J. to N.Y. in your  |                                                                 |
| Senior year UR "#1"             |                                                                 |
| To OCSA, Med. Ill., Women's LaX,| Mom, Dad, Charles, Nee:                                               
| & all my friends - I love y'all.| I love you all.                                                         
| It's been a hoot & I'll miss you. | Et Al: have a good time, all the time.                                 
| Love,                          | - Wee Willy Winkie                                                     |
| Elyssia M.                      |                                                                 |
| Ted you've made us proud, keep  | Tara -                                                                 
| climbing the ladder of success. | Congratulations on your graduation from RIT - You Did It!             |
| Love,                          | Love -                                                                 |
| Mom, Dad, Shawna,               | Mom, Dad - n- Mel                                                      |
| and the rest of the family      |                                                                 |
| Dear AXD,                      | Acts 16:31                                                             
| ... and in the future, we'll    | "Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy   
| all remember the time we spent  | house"                                                                 |
| with Alpha Xi...                |                                                                 |
| I'll miss you all lots!         |                                                                 |
| TFJ - Lizzi                    |                                                                 |
Somehow, I managed to receive the distinction of being called "Editor-in-Chief" of Techmila. The responsibility simply fell in my lap only a few short months ago, and I must thank Donna Burke the opportunity to turn Techmila around.

When I first agreed to "help out," I never fully realized just what rough shape teh yearbook was in. The more work I did, the more problems seemed to surface.

In short, I tried my hardest to get the overdue '93 edition completed, which was hard to due during the summertime, when there were only a handful of students on campus. Yet we managed to finish. I must apologize to the dozens of students and parents who patiently awaited this edition. The delay was inexcusable, but completely out of my control.

Now I get to thank the wonderful people who have in some way, large or small, contributed to the completion of Techmila '93. First and foremost, I need to thank Donna Burke, Penny Ellis, Helene Manglaris, and Ellen Dallimore for putting up with my barrage of pesky questions and quandaries. Also, many thanks to Sang An, Tom Tucker, and Dean Zgoda for their hours of hard work. And in general, thank you Eric Ludeman, Kerry Cashion, Mike D'Arcangelo, Dorothy Brown, Glenn Parker, Mary Morrison, Elaine Tandy, C.R. Meyers, Dan Viggiano, Andrew Dawson, Judy Challenger, Scott Lawton, Kathy Lee, John Hu!, Michelle Cannorozzo, Colleen Lawhorn, and of course, many "thanks" to the infamous Chris Hauf.

* Sincerely,
Gregory C. Hansen
I became Design consultant during the fall of 1993. I was like many RIT alumni, working at a job I didn't like and was over qualified for, while trying desperately to find that first big break in my career. I felt this was a perfect opportunity for me to gain much needed experience in my field, practice my skills, and keep current.

I was faced with a huge dilemma, first to finish the 1992 book, and second to design, layout, and produce the 1993 yearbook. So this is where the saga started...

Now, Techmila 1993 is complete thanks to many dedicated people. I would like to thank all who helped make your yearbook a reality. A special thank you to Chris Hauf, a dear friend who patiently taught me the ins and outs of yearbook production. Greg Hansen, my saving grace and right hand man during this entire project, who is the one sole person to thank for finishing this book. Without his dedication, and insight, you would not be holding this book today. Rich Bannick, Kellie McCann, Chris Hauf, Dean Zgoda, Sang An, Tom Tucker, and Brian Thomas for their photography, and for their long hours on the road and in the darkroom.

Amy Tollener, Yvonne Lin, Yolanda Guilford, Dan Viggiano, and Colleen Lawhorn, our Secretaries who kept the office running by fielding phone calls and questions. Ellen Dallimore and the students at the Center for Campus Life, for their time handling yearbook phone calls and orders. John Cittadino for handling finances. Eric Ludeman, Tammy Jurinsky, Kerry Cashion, and Terry Rhodes, of Jostens Publishing for answering our questions and handling our production problems.

Roger Dykes for the team photos. Donna Burke and Helene Manglaris, our advisors, who kept the ball rolling during our moments of frustration and crisis.

I would like to thank all of you who purchased Techmila 1993. I know it has been a frustrating time for all of us, but your encouragement and patience are appreciated. This has been one of the most valuable learning experiences of my life.

This is the last yearbook for a while. I only wish the best for those who would like to continue Techmila production in the future, and may you never face what we have faced over the past few years.

We hope you enjoy Volume 82 of Techmila, and cherish the fond memories from the pages within.

• Fondly,
  Penny M. Ellis
Volume 82 of *Techmila* was printed in Winston-Salem, North Carolina by Jostens Publishing Company. Five hundred copies were issued at 296 pages in each book. The cover is 160 point binders board with a Maroon Leatherton cover, Levant hide grain, and an embossed debossed design in copper foil print.

Endsheets are 65 pound Cottonwood cover stock. Signature pages are printed on 80 pound dull paper stock with Hunter/Jostens black ink.

The book was designed using Pagemaker 4.2 and Jostens Yeartech program. Typography is set in New Baskerville typeface in various sizes. Icons were developed in Aldus Freehand 3.1, and then imported as EPS graphic files into Pagemaker 4.2. Photos were submitted in black & white, or color prints. Photos for the Greek section were scanned to Kodak Photo CD. All photography, copy, page layouts, and typesetting was done by *Techmila*'s staff.

*Techmila* is located in rooms A420/425 of the Student Alumni Union on the Campus of Rochester Institute of Technology, 33 Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester, New York, 14623-5605. Prior editions of *Techmila* are available for purchase, please call for information (716) 475-2227.

*Copyright © 1993 Rochester Institute of Technology*